Shop local this season with GSE alumni owned businesses. From home goods to sweet treats to services, our alumni have you covered! To learn more about GSE, visit www.KentuckyGSE.com
MACKENZIE BENNETT PHOTOGRAPHY
Mackenzie Bennett - Class of 2021
Kentucky photographer specializing in couples, weddings and special events.

D AVANTI BOUTIQUE
Deanna Allen - Class of 2014
D Avanti is a local clothing store with the personal touches of a boutique.

JENNA'S KITCHEN
Jenna Coles - Class of 2021
Jenna's Kitchen treats are sold locally in Logan county but also accepts requests through social media.
_270 KICKS
Curtis Lin - GSE Class of 2021
_270kicks provides authentic sneakers to everyone.

BAD TRIP CLOTHING
Haylen Wehr - Class of 2021
Bad Trip Clothing is a reworked-vintage clothing brand which creates unique, one-of-one garments.

BRIGHT BEADS
Jill Heffernan - Class of 2021
Bright Beads is a female-founded company that offers an array of beautiful, beaded jewelry.
RESIN BY JEWELL
Jewell Mueller - Class of 2021
Resin keychains perfect for girlfriends, friends, family, and more.

2 CHICKS' FARM
Madison Taylor - Class of 2021
Co-owned by sisters 2 Chicks' Farm provides jellies, baked good, custom tshirts, decals, and wood decor.

BULLETS AND BAITS CO
Molly Kramer - Class of 2022
A female run outdoor company based in Northern Kentucky specializing in soft plastic baits for bass fishing.
FROMEMMA YI
Emma Coffey - Class of 2020
FromEmmaYi is the perfect place to get prolonged designer goodies. We have Louis Vuitton to Coach.

BE BOLD PRINT
Divine Irakiza - Class of 2021
Customizable embroidery that allows you to submit your own designs and shop existing designs.

CROCHET BY CODI
Codi Rasor - Class of 2021
Handmade to order crochet clothing. Every item is completely customizable to fit your vision!
TITAN CAPITAL

Andrew Parker - Class of 2015
Licensed real estate agent in Louisville and owner of Titan Capital, a real estate focused investment entity, specializing in long term multifamily ownership.

ANNELI WHITE DESIGNS

Anneli White - Class of 2019
Kentucky hand-lettered goods, gifts, + apparel. Est. 2014.

TELECAST COMMUNICATIONS

Cam Lasley- Class of 2017
Provides broadband delivering speeds well over 100 megabit to homes and businesses in rural Kentucky.
REYNOLDS COOKS
Andrew Reynolds - Class of 2017
The thought and passion behind fine food brought to your own dining room. Now open for reservations.

POP CULTUR'D CO.
Livia Ganshirt - Class of 2017
Fun and funky apparel & accessories based in Northern Kentucky.

CHRISTIAN BECK MUSIC
Christian Beck- Class of 2018
Musician and songwriter from Louisville, Kentucky.
RAPT PRODUCTIONS
Calloway Stivers - Class of 2014
Production company located in Lexington, KY. Est. 2019

RAK LOUISVILLE
Andrew Dunn - Class of 2019
Random Acts of Kindness provides ideas on where to serve and connects you with volunteer opportunities in Louisville.

NXRTH_471
Andrew Kidd - Class of 2020
Customized airbrushed clothing company based in Northern Kentucky.
M.D. DOGS INC.
Olivia Rockaway - Class of 2014
A nonprofit providing free books and videos to teach diabetics to train their own Medical Alert Dogs!

PRINTS BY PAIGE
Paige Neuhaus - Class of 2020
Shop shirts, sweatshirts, stickers & more! Gifts for everyone on your list.

GROW502
Chidum Okeke - Class of 2014
We believe community is the fundamental driving force of life and that our work will change the health of the marginalized within Louisville.
STUDIO FOUR TWELVE
Kyle Westerfield - Class of 2014
A laser cutting and engraving business focused on personalized gifts, decorations, and custom signs.

BEEING2GETHER, LLC
Keith Griffith III - Class of 2022
Honeybee preservation that supplies honey and other honeybee by-products.

GLAMOUR CRAFTS KY
Vanessa Salgado - Class of 2022
Our shop provides many items customers can customize and create to their liking, with assistance as needed.
WILDCAT CONTRACTING LEX
Jessica Gehefer - Class of 2014
We provide maintenance and construction services to residential and commercial properties.

MICRO DEVELOPMENT MEDIA LLC
Keegan Tingle - Class of 2018
Real Estate marketing service dedicated to helping you find various ways to enhance experiences with potential buyers.